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Year 8 / History
Significance of events in World War II - Battle of Britain
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(1st half of lesson)

Student had missed
previous lesson on Battle of
Britain. I sourced resources
and prepared information for
‘catch up’ during registration
and lesson starter.
This included, providing
topic worksheet and
showing the lesson
Powerpoint presentation
from the schemes
of work.

I promoted learning
relating to DRICE

Questioning relating
to levels of thinking

Develop DeepThinking
Role Model
Impact
Challenge
Engagement
Profound
I scribed student’s responses verbatim and used whiteboard to enable student to
copy small pieces of text comfortably. This maintains pace with the rest of the
class and the student’s confidence in achievement during ‘catch up’ session.

Deep
Shallow

I re-enacted the German and British battle tactics and role modelled
interest and enthusiasm. This had impact and challenged thinking.
Student was engaged as reiterated the points back to me, thereby
securing his understanding and enabling me to evaluate his progress in
the lesson.

Our shallow thinking was, how did the
British and Germans fight and what were
their tactics?

!

Our deep thinking was, what were the problems
and strengths of these different battle strategies?

!

Our profound thinking was how’s and why’s.
Relating the Battle of Britain to significance by
how it was Remembered, how the event
Resulted in change, how was the event
Remarked upon, what does it Reveal and
how does it Resonate today.

Student
discussions
developed ideas
and allowed
thinking time to
process.
I interacted with
pairs/groups to
give positive
feedback to
extend thinking.

MY RADAR: Support for differing needs
Physical and learning need - Learning support, physical support in specialist wheelchair and
writing support to keep pace with the lesson.
Aspergers and Autistic Spectrum Condition - Support to begin task, prompts to stay on task
and checking comprehension. Differentiated resources.
Visual condition - Check vision, provide appropriate visual resources.
Class as a whole – Respond to requests for help. Rove classroom to check students
are on task and comprehension. Extending thinking with higher order questions, in
this instance through the significance indicators of the 5 R’s.

Year 8 / History

Differentiated resources to support SEN students. Worksheets with
reduced text and questioning, to underpin knowledge, understanding,
analysis and evaluation of event.

Significance of events in World War II - Pearl Harbor
(2nd half of lesson)

Provides a good revision aid

Supports SEN students!
as a clear visual aid
Differentiated Sheet

Full text sheet

Mind

Mapp
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I encouraged discussion with student along with
a peer to promote inclusion and
independence. I scribed to enable student to
express ideas.
Learning progress can be assessed over both
topics against a taxonomy model.
Student’s expressed the following responses
and ideas.

Creating
Evaluating
Analysing

I can Remember and Recall that the Battle of Britain
was the air combat during 1940.
I Understand this was a major event in World War II.
I can Apply this understanding to realise that Hitler
hoped to defeat Britain by bombing major cities.
I can Analyse the battle strategies of both airforces.
I can Evaluate that the British and Germans had
both problems and strengths.
I can Extend my thinking to Create the possible
outcome that if Britain had not defended so well, they
could have been defeated at this point in the War.

Questioning and allowing thinking time. With SEN
students, supporting through additional
questioning to prompt thinking and form ideas.

Applying
Understanding
Remembering

Anderson’s taxonomy of cognitive learning,
which has creating as a higher order skill
than evaluating.

I can Remember and Recall that Pearl Harbor was the
Japanese attack on the US naval base in Hawaii.
I Understand that this was a major event in World War
II.
I can Apply the understanding that this was a surprise
attack and was successful because of this.
I can Analyse that this attack was a success for the
Japanese by the statistics of losses, both human and of
military equipment.
I can Evaluate that the Japanese felt confident to
defeat the US.
I can Extend my thinking to realise the importance of
the US joining the War as our ally, lending it’s power
and resources.

